TAPWARE
Flexible Hose Installation Instructions
Suitable for use with heated potable water from 1° to 80° celcius
and up to 500KPa.
Ensure the water pressure system is not connected and the
water pressure is under 500KPa.
Remove the hose tag during installation.
Ensure the installation date and the Plumber’s Licence number
is written in permanent marker on the tag supplied with the
hose(s).
Once the hose is installed loop the end of the tag through the
hole so the tag remains in contact with the hose.
The plumber is responsible for insuring that the installation
connection is fit for the purpose, and all threads, and end seat
connections are cleaned,
undamaged and free from burrs or defects and are all OK.
Firmly tighten both ends of the hose being careful not to over
tighten and damage the hose.
A maximum 10Nm tightening at both ends of the hose.
Do not twist, kink, stretch or cross loop the hose.
Do not install below ground, submerged, inside walls, in ceilings,
in locations where the hose may rub against any structure or
other plumbing fittings or in inaccessible locations.
The hose must be installed where it can be easily visually
inspected.
Do not install the hose in areas where it is subject to ultra-violet
light.
Do not install hoses directly onto hot water systems.
For more detailed installation instructions, restriction of use and
warranty information please contact Ewing Industries sales and
service.

Warranty Information
Ewing Industries will repair or replace this product where a fault is shown to be
caused by faulty manufacture or materials for a period of 5 years from the date
of purchase. This warranty is subject to correct installation procedures and product
use. Our goods come with guarantees that cannot be excluded under the Australian
Consumer Law. You are entitled to a replacement or refund for a major failure and
for compensation for any other reasonably foreseeable loss or damage. You are
also entitled to have the goods repaired or replaced if the goods fail to be of
acceptable quality and the failure does not amount to a major failure.
Notification of a claim must be received within 48 hours of a fault being detected
and is subject to further laboratory tests.
No claims will be accepted where the hose has been installed incorrectly,
incorrectly used, over tightened or exposed to corrosive agents.
The warranty tag must accompany the hose and contain the date of installation
and the installing plumber’s licence number and remain connected to the hose
for a warranty claim to be valid.
Proof of purchase must accompany all warranty claims.
For all warranty claims please contact:
Ewing Industries Pty Ltd
11 Bailey Court Brendale QLD 4500
PO Box 5446 Brendale QLD 4500
Ph: (07) 3205 6099 Fax: (07) 3205 6905
Email: sales@ewingindustries.com.au
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Before installation inspect hose
connections to ensure that the hose
has been crimped to the fitting and
there is a sealing o-ring or washer.

Install hose using hand pressure
not exceeding 10Nm. Always hold
the fitting end when installing the
hose never twist the hose.

Never use tools to install or remove
hoses as this may damage the
hose and the plumbing fittings.

Never kink or bend the hose in a
manner to distort the braid or cause
the water flow to create pressure in
an isolated location.

Never bend the end of the hose as
this will cause pressure on the hose
and the fitting attachment.
Never install a braided hose
through or behind walls, in
inaccessible locations or places
where the hose can not be
visually inspected.
Never Stretch hoses to cause any
form of distortion.
Never Twist hoses to cause any
form of distortion.
Never Expose Hoses To Corrosive Agents Including Aggressive Potable Water

